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20 MILLION BRICKS
A review by Stan Waight

About

fifty members and visitors attended the October meeting expecting to hear a talk about aerial
photography. In the event, the speaker, Heather Hook, had moved away and Caroline Haynes took her
place with a talk sub-titled The History of the Bursledon Brickworks.
Caroline became a consultant to the Bursledon Brickworks project in 2009, with the object of creating a
viable museum on the site; a lottery grant was awarded earlier this year and great progress has been made.
Although her slides were not of the best, her delivery, completely without notes, was excellent and she
spoke for a full hour.

The first part of the talk was devoted to the
making of bricks. Sun-dried bricks, known
as adobe, have been made for millennia and
are still made in hot countries. However,
the Romans brought new brick-making
technology to Britain and many of their
thin, red products were reused in medieval
buildings that still stand today. When the
Romans left, the Britons went back to
building timber-framed structures, but in
1203 the production of burnt bricks was
recommenced in Hull.
By the 1420s
impressive brick buildings were being built
all over the country, but the bricks were
expensive and heavy to transport so only the
rich could afford them.
This was the
position until the 1600s, when the
introduction of brick chimneys coupled with the Fire of London in 1666 created such a huge demand that
brickworks sprang up everywhere and prices were forced down. Production was seasonal; clay was dug
in the autumn so that the winter frosts could break it down and bricks were moulded, air-dried and fired in
the summer.
The work required in every part of the
production process was heavy; whole families were often
involved and a report of 1866 severely criticised the
employment of children in such a difficult occupation.
The firing was a chemical process that consolidated the bricks
- the production in kilns was relatively small-scale but of good
quality, whereas in clamps it was greater but of poorer quality.
Mechanisation, such as the introduction of power-driven pug
mills and moulding, was slow in coming, but meant the
replacement of the highly skilled workers previously
employed. A standard size of brick was evolved by the early
1800s and patterns of bricklaying are known as bonds.
Edward Hooper was born in Staines, Middlesex, in 1823.
Southampton was expanding by 1849, when Hooper took the
entrepreneurial step of moving there; he was known to be
engaged in the supply of building materials by 1851.
Continued on page 3
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Continued from page 2

He married into a rich family and the brickmaking firm of Hooper and Ashby was born by 1881; equipped
with the latest machinery, a new brickworks was set up in Chandlers Ford, but the supply of clay was either
unsuitable or quickly worked out. And so the company moved to Swanwick in 1896/7. The new site not
only possessed excellent clay deposits, but it was ideal for transport by road, rail and river, which provided
the means of bringing coal in and taking finished bricks out. The Bursledon Brick Company was formed
in 1903. The work was hard, but the gangs were paid at generous piecework rates which gave the
incentive to maximise output. Caroline described each step in the continuous and efficient process that
enabled 30,000 bricks to be produced each day. There was a limited amount of modernisation, but a fall in
demand ultimately caused the closure of the site in 1974.
The audience clearly enjoyed the talk, as evidence the number of searching questions that were asked at the
end.

OLDER PERSONS BUNGALOWS REPLACED

The older persons bungalows on Midlands Estate have been re-built to a very high standard and as the
pictures above show, look really smart. The top picture shows the original bungalows in September 2012
just before the residents were moved out temporarily while the buildings were demolished and re-built. The
lower pictures show the finished result exactly one year later in September 2013.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions will be due at the February 2014 meeting and there will be no January meeting. Please see
Delphine at the meeting - subscriptions remain fixed at £12.00 per person.
Ed.
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FUN, FROLICS & FUNDRAISING
(Parish Magazines 1929-30)
By Pauline Berry

When Revd. Richard (Dick) Babington arrived at St. James’ Church in 1929, to become the new
incumbent, he soon discovered the same problems as his predecessors. This was lack of money to pay for
the everlasting repairs needed to maintain the church etc.. The most worrying was the state of the
delapidated organ which was ‘in a bad way’. The sum of £225 was urgently needed, the vicar stated in the
church magazine, to repair it or ‘give it up altogether’.
The vicar’s first move was to introduce ‘freewill offerings’ to bring in regular small but weekly
contributions from the congregation. He reminded them, ‘One penny per week = 4/4d. per year, or one
shilling per week = 52/-d. per year’. Numerous other ideas were suggested to increase funds towards the
Organ Fund.
The July fete in the vicarage garden and the pageant held at nearby ‘Kirkstyle’, on Church Hill,
(courtesy of Mrs Townsend-Rose) raised £70 profit. Mrs Page of ‘Nunton’, Moorhill Road, held a
profitable garden party in August. Sales of work organised by the newly formed Sewing Party, made
clothes and knitted items to raise further funds.
Miss M.Acton of ‘The Jungle’ in lower West End Road, was placed in charge of The Repair Fund
and she organised a social and dance (1/6d.) at the Parish Hall (on the corner of Chapel Road and High
Street). Mr G. Mills, who was partially blind, offered to sell his cane and basket work. A whist drive
arranged by Mr and Mrs Paull, raised over £5. Sir Arthur and Lady Rostron (of ‘Holmecroft’, Chalk Hill)
donated £5, as did some of the other wealthier residents.
The other Miss Acton, Frances, sister of the above, planned a musical concert for January 1930,
supported by singers, including Miss Winifred Moody (of ‘Kenilworth’, Telegraph Road) and several
visiting musicians. Several villagers assisted in the event ‘not forgetting the two little choirboys who sold
so many programmes’.
Other villagers were also rehearsing at the end of 1929 for the Christmas entertainment ‘Christmas
in the Olden Time’ in the Parish Hall. Tickets for this, also to raise funds for the Organ Fund, could be
purchased from the choir or Mr W.G.A. Wiltshire’s newsagent and tobacconist shop opposite the hall.
Their price was one shilling each or two shillings for the privilege of a front seat.
Revd. Babington placed a long description of the two performances in the Church Magazine in
February 1930, praising the raising of a further £13. The packed Parish Hall first saw a short play with
songs and carols in ‘an 18th century house party’.
There was a scene from ‘The School for Scandal’ from Mrs A. Fray and Miss Brown and a
recitation from Bob Moody. The vicar, with Mrs E. Stephens and two local ladies performed ‘an
astonishing and somewhat unorthodox gavotte’. A homemade boars head was then flourished to gasps
from the audience.
Another part of the entertainment were songs and carols, followed by the partaking of the wassail
(drinking) bowl. Then a song by Laurence Field and a Christmas tale and ghost story from Bob Moody.
It all concluded with a group of local ‘mummers’ entering in procession to perform ‘The Drama of
St. George’. Mr May played Father Christmas, Mr L. Nippierd a Turkish Knight, Mr Cowley was Oliver
Cromwell, Mr L. Moody was St. George, Mr R. Williams a doctor and Mr Rockett (the local carrier)
played Bealzebub, the devil.
Credit was given by the vicar, to the following: Mr Cowley ‘on his choosing something out of the
ordinary’, Miss M. Acton and Miss Synge who lent the costumes and did the make-up, Mrs Cowley, Field
and Forder for making the smocks and dresses and Mr Synge for lending the scenery (transported by
donkey cart from Tower House).
The remarkable performance was repeated to the more fortunate inmates of the South Stoneham
Union (Workhouse) and much enjoyed like the previous audiences who had little recourse to modern
entertainment in those years. Needless to say, the target for the Organ Fund was eventually reached by the
Continued on page 5
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efforts of some of the hard-working residents of West End.
NB.
Many of us remember the late Bob Moody, one of our original members and our Life President. But can
you tell us more about the other names mentioned?

Mrs Synge with her famous donkey cart seen above
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THE SPIRIT OF WEST END - a very short history
By Alec Samuels

West End goes back a long time.

There is evidence of human occupation in the bronze age, before
the Romans and before Christ. West End has always been a small undistinguished but pleasant village on
the outskirts of Southampton. Boundaries have always been changing, and expanding Southampton in the
20th century absorbed parts of West End such as the Harefield estate, so defining “West End” is somewhat
elusive.
The earliest significant historical event was the grant of Telegraph Hill and Woods by Edward III in
1343 to Queen’s College Oxford, still to this day owned by the College though administered by the
borough council. The high point on the rising ground was used in 1588 for a beacon to pass the message
from Plymouth to London that the Spanish armada had been sighted in the English Channel; and again in
1806 for the shutter telegraph when Napoleon Bonaparte of France was threatening invasion, the
equipment being housed in a shuttered hut. Though after the battle of Trafalgar in 1805 there was no
chance of invasion. The site is believed to be near the bend in Southern Road.
From the 1840s, onward, with the opening of Southampton docks, the arrival of the railway, and the
steady industrialisation of Southampton, and the increasing population, the well-to-do moved out of the
town into the surrounding countryside, such as West End. A number of elegant houses were built on
higher ground, white with slate roofs, some in red brick. Most of these houses have now gone, though
some remain, for example in West End Road and Moorhill Road, often as nursing or care homes or as
multi-occupation flats. The local activity was still predominantly farming, and the workers lived in small
cottages in the village or on the farms.
There was a “workhouse” at Moorgreen, the South Stoneham Union Workhouse founded 18481850, which subsequently became a hospital, mostly for elderly folk.
West End became an ecclesiastical parish in 1840. St James’ Church was built in 1838, damaged
by lighting in 1875, and then, as a result of criticism by the Bishop, rebuilt in 1890, to a design by Sir
Arthur Blomfield. A Mrs Harriet Haselfoot, who lived in Moorhill House, now gone, and ran a small
private school off Moorgreen Road, was a notably generous benefactor. A tennis club, now the site of
Hatherell Close, was attached to the Church. The Methodists had a chapel built in 1846, closed in 1964,
near the junction of Chapel Road and New Road. Lincoln Court now stands on the site of a second chapel
in Swaythling Road. A little Baptist church stands in Beacon Road.
The Education Act 1870 brought in compulsory education. A little National School was built in
1838 in the High Street, where ASDA now stands, and re-established, called the Church of England St
James’ School, in 1904, built by Haines Bros, at Hilldene, now the Hilldene Centre.
In 1907 Townhill Park was developed from a farmhouse into an elegant country home for Lord
Swaythling, gardens designed by Gertrude Jekyll. Subsequently the premises were used for training young
people, and now are occupied by the Gregg School. Allington Manor is mentioned in the Domesday Book
1087, and after the 17th century became part of the Townhill estate.
CB Fry 1872-1956, the celebrated athlete, footballer and cricketer, who played football for
Southampton and cricket for Sussex and Hampshire in the late 19th century and early 20th century, from
1898-1908 lived in Glenbourne Manor at the corner of West End Road and Beacon Road. Following his
marriage, his wife Beatrice Holme, the “Indomitable Beattie”, a martinet, ran the training ship the TS
Mercury on the River Hamble under his nominal command, by all accounts a spartan and harsh regime.
Sir Arthur Henry Rostron, the captain of the Carpathia, which picked up 706 survivors from the
Titanic in April 1912, lived in retirement in West End at Holmcroft and is buried in the cemetery, known as
the Old Burial Ground. The nearby war memorial, paid for by Colonel Perkins, unveiled 5th June 1920 is
much respected and frequently covered in poppies.
Richard Edward St Barbe Baker 1889-1982, conservationist son of a distinguished father, brought
up in a house The Firs in Beacon Road, was the famous tree man. One time lumber-jack in Canada, he
realised that felled trees must be replaced by replanting, and he initiated a world-wide reafforestation
movement, Men of the Trees, now the International Tree Foundation. He also did much to improve the
village, and Barbe Baker Avenue is a tribute to him.
Continued on page 7
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Hatch Grange, a large house set in some 277 acres, originally a farm going back many centuries,
belonged to Mr Ralph Warneford Cresswell Fletcher, an old Etonian, who lived there from 1872 until his
death in 1928. He is buried in the Old Burial Ground in the family plot. The name Fletcher comes from
fleche, the French word for arrow. In 1938 the house burned down and was never rebuilt. The land is now
administered by the Parish Council as a public open space.
Gaters Mill operated on the River Itchen for centuries, grinding corn and making cloth and paper
until a fire in 1917. Modern businesses are still carried on in the premises.
There are few buildings of architectural or historical distinction in West End, though The Gatehouse
opposite the Master Builder pub is listed.
The principal local builder was Harry Haines 1858-1938. The site of his yard now the post office
and his home Homeleigh is now the Pearsons estate agency office. His sons carried on the business until
1957, when they sold the yard for development.
Fred Woolley JP, Mayor and benefactor of Southampton between WWI and WWII, lived in Quob
Farm House. He ran Hatch Farm for a while.
West Enders have long been interested in the theatre and amateur dramatics, and the West End
Little Theatre Club put on local performances for many years.
WWII in West End was fortunately comparatively uneventful. Local people manned the civil
defence and fire watching activities. There were anti-aircraft guns in Quob Lane. There were aircraft
crashes near Allington Lane. In 1944 streams of vehicles along the A27 waited for D Day.
Since the end of WWII in 1945 the West End population has expanded, and much new housing has
sprung up. The Parish Centre has proved to be a thriving community hub. The Countess Mountbatten
Hospice was established at Moorgreen Hospital in 1977. The Roman Catholic Church St Brigid’s was
established in 1961. The Rose Bowl, now inelegantly renamed the Ageas Bowl, ranks as an outstandingly
fine amenity, county cricket for the Hampshire County Cricket Association, test match ground, golf, sports
club, hotel, conference facilities, a local, regional and national centre. A new crematorium has provided for
a dignified passing.
However, the village is struggling to retain its identity. Moorgreen Hospital is to be sold, and will probably
go for housing; though the entrance and receiving blocks are only locally listed. Keepers Cottage in
Allington Lane is also listed. The fire station, a building designed and built by the distinguished architect
Herbert Collins, closed in 1996. Though the energetic and committed West End Local History Society
took over the building and in 1997 established a little local museum. The police station also closed. The
motor car, traffic and the superstores at Hedge End have militated against a balanced local high street
shopping centre. Pubs are closing.
West End has acquitted itself honourably for centuries. One can only hope that it will be able to
retain and enhance its essential character in the 21st century.
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MYSTERY PICTURE RESULT
By Lin Dowdell

Following

the publication of our photograph (on left) in the Daily Echo, we received several replies putting names to
faces. The most interesting one came from
Peter White, who had lived in West End at
the time, he told us that it was he who had
organised the outing!!

The year was 1952, and he had been poorly
and away from the village for about two
years. When he came back home to West
End he realised he didn’t really know many
people of his own age (he was then aged
18), so he decided that he would organise a coach trip. He approached Princess Coaches to organise a trip
to Brighton in the summer. He was told “you ordered, therefore you fill the coach” and he duly paid a deposit and then went around the village chatting to young people of his age and eventually filled the coach.
They had a sunny day in Brighton and everyone went off and did their own thing. All returning promptly
for the return journey back to West End. He also approached a pub in Swanmore to stop at on the way
home and the landlord very kindly arranged for a group to entertain them. He told us that it was a great day
out and he made many friends, in fact, he added that four of the couples on that trip eventually got married.

WALK REQUEST
Walk from Bracken Place, skirting Bracken Hall (Fred Woolley House). Through Smithys/Home Woods
Kennel Copse then track to Park Farm and St. Nicholas Church or Stoneham War Shrine.
Please contact me if you have walked the whole or any part or other Home Wood paths.
Richard Strother
Brackenfield, Bassett Wood Road, Southampton SO16 3LS
023 80769128
E-mail: richardstrother@btinternet.com

1914 - 2014

REMEMBER

2014 will mark the Centenary of the start of the Great War (1914-1918). On 28th June 1914, a
Bosnian Serb student, Gavrilo Princip assassinated the heir to the Austro Hungarian throne,
Archduke Franz Ferdinand at Sarajevo in Bosnia. After sending Serbia an unacceptable ultimatum
Austro-Hungary declared war on Serbia on 28th July 1914. As relations deteriorated, so other
nations became involved through having mutual aid treaties and the conflict eventually became a
World War. Britain declared war on Imperial Germany after she marched into neutral Belgium on
4th August 1914. The world was not to see peace again until 1918. On the eleventh hour of the
eleventh day of the eleventh month 1918 an Armistice was concluded and Peace came, but at a
terrible cost. The total number of military and civilian casualties in World War I was over 37 million. There were over 17 million deaths and 20 million wounded ranking it among the deadliest
conflicts in human history. The total number of deaths includes about 10 million military personnel
and about 7 million civilians. Perhaps we should pause and remember what happened.
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+++ LOCAL WEST END HONEY FOR SALE +++
WELHS members Peter and Kathryn Hatton who
live in West End keep bees and have honey for
sale. The honey is actually produced here in West
End and sells for £3.50 per jar for 227g (8oz in
real weight). They have very generously offered
to donate 50p from the sale of each jar to
WELHS funds - so by buying the honey you will
have something nice to consume and also benefit
the society. Peter and Kathryn can be contacted
on 02380 474789 and are happy to deliver to
your door here in West End whilst on their travels. They will also bring a quantity to the meetings for sale, so bring your money!
PS - The honey proved to be such a hit at the October meeting, that the limited supply Peter and Kathryn bought to the meeting sold out quickly - be sure to get your supply, it really
tastes excellent. Ed.

A SEASONAL MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR

Well, Christmas is almost upon us once again and we would like to wish everyone a very happy and peaceful Christmas and New Year. I would also like to
thank all the people who have contributed articles throughout the year for
Westender and to the many people who have donated or loaned artefacts or
photographs, without which we would not have the museum facility or for
that matter this publication. Thank you also to the small band of volunteers
for museum duty, we seriously need more people to help at the museum, just
a two hour stint every so often would make a lot of difference, please make a
New Years Resolution to contact Margaret Wallace and volunteer. We look
forward to 2014 and hope it will be a good year for all.
Ed.
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HASLAR HOSPITAL - what next?
A Review by Stan Waight

Attendance at the meeting was around 50 members and guests, who had come to hear Eric Birbeck
speak for a second time about the Hospital. His first visit, about two years ago, dealt with its history; it
was built in 1763 for the care of sick sailors, for whom previous conditions were dreadful. His topic for
the current evening was its future following closure as a hospital.
Eric had joined the hospital in 1964 and retired when the gates closed in 2009, having specialised in
intensive care. He is a prominent member of the Haslar Heritage group and is well qualified to speak
about every aspect of the subject. He did not give a slide show, but his display boards carried many interesting articles and photos; moreover, he spoke very fluently without notes.
The 62-acre site is still intact while other, similar establishments have been split up - much of it is
two-star listed. The new owners have spent four years putting outline plans together to use it as a community centre for local people, including a visit to Australia and New Zealand to study a similar system used
by the ANZACs.
This was apparently the first time that Eric had given this talk and, rather disappointingly, it only
lasted a little over half an hour (approximately 40 minutes). To be honest, I thought that the detail was a
little confusing. The overall impression was that there were frequent disputes between the new owners
and the Gosport Council planners and that Eric feared that they would get so frustrated as to pull out altogether.
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REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY IN WEST END 2013

The Remembrance & Wreath Laying service in West End, held on Sunday 10th November 2013 was very well attended as has
been the case for the last few years. The weather although cold was bright and sunny. The new vicar of St. James’ Church, Revd.
Thomas Wharton officiated and an ever increasing number of wreaths & crosses was in evidence as the pictures show.
Ed.

SECOND CHANCE CHARITY SHOP DISPLAY
Full marks to the Second Chance Animal
Rescue Charity Shop in West End High
Street for an excellent display to mark Remembrance Sunday. Well known for imaginative window displays Wendy and her
staff really “pushed the boat out” this year.
Well done to all concerned, perhaps next
year with the Centenary of WW1 more of
West End’s shops could follow suite. Ed.
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AN UPDATE TO A MYSTERY
By Roy Andrews

Performing a two hour tour of duty in the WELHS Museum on a Saturday can be a chance to immerse oneself in the mine of information stored there if there is a shortage of customers, as sometimes happens. It was on one such quiet Saturday that I came across a book, published in 1938, and one of many donated to the Museum. It contained tales of old Southampton one of which I found absolutely fascinating,
so much so that I did some research of my own and decided to write an article for this Newsletter about it.
The article, you may recall, was about one William Cantelo living in Southampton in the mid
1880’s who invented a machine gun and then promptly disappeared, together with his gun, never to be seen
again. Four or five years later, the newspapers announced that an American, Hiram Maxim, living in London, had invented and sold to the British Government a machine gun. When the family of Cantelo saw
photographs of Maxim and his gun, they became convinced that this was their father and his gun. Attempts
were made by the family to contact Maxim but they only came within touching distance once but they and
others from Southampton who saw Maxim were sure he was Cantelo.

Maxim became rich from his invention. He went on to other things becoming the first person to fly
a heavier- than-air, powered aircraft in 1894 thus beating the Wright brothers. Maxim’s was powered by
steam with a seventeen feet propeller, but, as he complained for the rest of his life, if the internal combustion engine had been invented a few years earlier, he would have been given the plaudits and not the
Wright brothers. Maxim went on to become a British citizen, was knighted in 1901 and died in 1916.
The article was duly published in the July-August 2012 edition and some two weeks after publication, Keith Hamilton of the Southern Daily Echo, who writes their historical articles, wrote about the story
quoting my article and mentioning our History Society. And that as far as I was concerned was the end of
it.
And so as they say time passed until one day in April 2013, I received at home a telephone call from
a young lady who was calling, she said, from BBC Radio 4 who were interested in making a programme
about the Cantelo/Maxim mystery asking would I be prepared to help. Of course I said yes and was put in
touch with the producer Neil George. BBC researchers had picked up on the story via the article in the
Daily Echo. We arranged to meet a week or so later alongside Southampton city walls at the Arundel
Tower against which had stood the Pub in which Cantelo lived and developed his gun.
Neil George arrived on time having travelled down from London by train complete with tape recorder hanging from a
shoulder strap and a microphone in hand. With him was the presenter of the programme, Steve Punt. Arrangements had been made for Andy Russel of Southampton Archaeology Department also to meet us
there and so we began to make the programme with me first outlining the story. Later we went into the
Castle wine cellar to enable Steve and Neil to gain some idea of what the tunnels and cellars under Southampton, part of the Cantelo story, were like. In between interviews, I was telling Steve about the history of
Southampton, of which he had no knowledge, which made him insist that we visit some of the nearby historical locations, which we did. This is why in the subsequent programme he suggested I should be a town
guide!
Continued on page 13
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After a coffee break we attended the library at the Civic Centre where staff member Vicky Green, an expert
on all things to do with Southampton, and forewarned, had dug out all sorts of records and newspaper clippings appertaining to the Cantelo family. Happy with what they had, the BBC duo returned to London to
make further enquiries into Maxim and his gun.
The next day I received an e-mail from Dave Hollingworth who had
been in the library and overheard our conversations and was wondering if I
would give a talk, on the mystery story, to the Southampton Local History
Forum in a couple of weeks time. With the help of our treasurer, Peter Wallace, working the projector and with quite a few members of the WELHS in
the audience, the talk was duly given.

SIR HIRAM MAXIM

On a Saturday morning in August 2013 the BBC broadcast the half
hour programme, the first in a series entitled PUNT P.I. (Private Investigator)
in which Steve Punt investigated in each programme a mystery. Several TV/
Radio programme listings had given ours a good write up before the broadcast. Minutes after the programme finished, e-mails were being passed to
me from people who had their own view on the story and some who had information they thought I might find useful, alas all of it I already knew.

So what was my view on the truth or otherwise of the story I have often been asked. Cantelo was
well known and documented in Southampton and the Isle of Wight where he came from a family of gun
makers. Did he travel abroad and perhaps die from something nasty with no identification (passports were
not required until 1919) so his family could not be informed?
Again, Hiram Maxim is well documented in the USA as a successful engineer with many patents to his name. It’s possible he had some dubious business dealings and was in dispute with his brother
over patents. He also seems to have been a bit cavalier over
women leaving his first wife and family, no record of a divorce, and marrying a second wife twice, once in the USA
and again when they came to England. Why, with a successful career in America, did he come to England to develop his gun? Why did the brother he was in dispute with
come to England at much the same time and also set up a
factory? Who was the man in the USA that Maxim wrote
about in his memoirs, complaining the man was pretending
STEVE PUNT & MAXIM GUN
to be him? And the most mystifying of all for me, why for
the rest of their lives were the two sons of Cantelo, who had lived and worked with him all of their lives
and were in their mid 20’s only four or five years after their father disappeared, convinced that Hiram
Maxim whom they got to within touching distance of on Waterloo Station was their father?
There is some local interest too. When I was growing up in Thornhill, then part of West End Parish,
the chemist in Thornhill Park Road was a William Cantelo who was descended from one of the sons of the
missing Cantelo; he is buried in West End Old Cemetery. Still living in the chemists’ old house is Barry
Cantelo, his nephew descended from the other son of the missing Cantelo. Barry has spent the last forty
years trying to find the truth to his family’s mystery.
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2014 PROGRAMME
January

PLEASE NOTE THERE WILL BE NO MEETING IN JANUARY THIS YEAR
February 5
ROMSEY REMOUNT DEPOT
Phoebe Merrick
March 5
LIFE IN A VILLAGE IN THE 1940’s & 50’s
John Pitman
April 2
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Plus
An Evening with Bill White
May 7
WHERE & WHAT IS THAT? Part 2
Jill Daniels
June 4
THE KING’S THEATRE - Past, Present & Future
Ron Hasker
July 2
THE ROAD TO AGINCOURT
Geoff Watts
August 6
SOCIAL EVENING AT THE MUSEUM (including raffle and free refreshments)
ALL WELCOME
September 3
CARLTON CRESCENT & ROCKSTONE PLACE
Jake Simpkin
October 1
SOUTHAMPTON’S SUGAR & SLAVE TRADE
Dr. Andy Russel
November 5
MEN WHO MARCHED AWAY
Nigel Wood & Peter Wallace
December 3
SOCIAL EVENING
CHRISTMAS BUFFET, ENTERTAINMENT & RAFFLE

ON THIS DAY…….
On this day (4th December) in……
1154 Nicholas Breakspear became the only English Pope - as Adrian IV.
1642 Cardinal Richelieu, French statesman and chief minister to Louis XIII from 1624, died in
Paris.
1791 ‘The Observer’, the oldest Sunday newspaper in the United Kingdom, was first published.
1865 Edith Cavell, English nurse and patriot, born the daughter of the rector of Swardeston in
Norfolk.
1892 General Franco, Spanish dictator and Head of State, born at El Ferrol.
1922 Deanna Durbin, singer and film actress, born at Winnipeg in Manitoba, Canada.
1965 Gemini 7 was launched, with Frank Borman and James Lovell.
1976 Benjamin Britten, English composer, died at Aldeburgh in Suffolk.

